ASTROLOGICAL TRENDS
FOR JULY 2005
BIRTHDAY – Cancer
Cancerians are intuitive and emotional. Generally there is
loving kindness and compassion under their serious surface but
an unbalanced Cancerian can be insecure and clinging. They
possess a sentimental streak and a capacity for nurturance.
They can easily suffer from digestive upsets as they are worriers
and run on a good deal of nervous energy.

GIVE THEM Romantic music, Roses and Lilies, a
weekend by the sea and lots and lots of loving attention!

I
by Bev Murray Insight Astrology

Cancer

Scorpio

Pisces

July can be a troubled
month for you, especially
with regards to
communication. You should
relax about it though as it is
more than likely a storm in
a teacup and words will be
forgotten as quickly as they
seem to annoy. Find some
personal space and nurture
the self.

There is still restlessness
about you Scorpio! You
require some changes
in your life and the
frustrating thing is that
you know this but still can’t
seem to find an easy way
to make it happen. Perhaps
it’s best to sit back and
watch the show for now!

Major decisions should be
made now. Look inside for
the answers, your feelings
are pretty spot on. It’s a
critical time for your future
journey and whatever
happens it will have a longterm affect. Family will play
an important role.

Sagittarius

A high-energy month. Go
for simplicity in all things
and you won’t miss a beat!
Others can be annoying and
someone may even try to
muscle in on your territory.
Don’t get too hot under the
collar as it is not important,
this will pass! A good time
to take up a sport.

July is all about
Such a warm, romantic,
relationships and
fuzzy month…. only
partnerships and the
a few issues around
emotional roller coaster
communication in the last
that these bring! Focusing
10 days of July! Family are
on the other person will
important now and children reap better rewards than
will require some extra
looking for what you want
attention. The full moon
out of things just now. Try
on the 21st can bring some to understand it all from
positive results on the career the bigger picture.
front.

Aries

Taurus

Passions run high.
Arguments may occur. Stay
You are holding back and
out of trouble by laying
not allowing others to
low and speaking when
really know your feelings.
it is important! Children
It might just be time to let can bring you pleasure or
it all out in the open. You’ll at the very least you can
be surprised how receptive have fun doing those things
others can be. A major goal you haven’t done since
is very close now and the
childhood. The final days of
20th-23rd is excellent for
July are by far your best.
making things go your way.

Capricorn

Virgo
You can be quite creative
this month and should
concentrate on completing
any tasks you begin as they
could reap unexpected
rewards later! The 24th
on can be frustrating
and children can be
problematical. It is wise
to wait before making
judgements then.

Libra
The first few weeks of July
see you craving luxury and
the finer things in life.
The good news is that you
will probably have ample
opportunity to indulge
this craving! A prosperous
month and an especially
prosperous full moon on
the 21st!

Aquarius
Some unusual issues
rear their head this year
and July is no exception.
You could question your
stance on a number of
important life issues. Don’t
be disturbed by this just
go with the flow, a lot of
wisdom is to be gained
now.

Gemini

Those around you might
be a tad more dramatic
than usual! Enjoy the show
but don’t take it all too
seriously. Energy levels are
high and you should get a
lot done. Tidying up loose
ends may not be high on
your agenda but now is
a great time for it! Don’t
forget to allow yourself
some well earned fun
afterwards!
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The best fucking
poem ever
written
by Robin Archbold

WHAT JULY HOLDS

Leo

Performance poets warm up

have in my hand The
Best Fucking Poem Ever
Written
And I am neither satirical
nor hard-bitten
When I say that all the most
famous poets of Our Time
–
Shakespeare, Shelley,
Keats, Browning, Plath,
Wordsworth, Scott,
Whitman, Byron, T. S.
Elliot, Coleridge, Burns, Sir
John Bloody Betjeman…to
name a few
Wish that they’d written this
little rhyme
This poem is so amazingly
bloody sublime
That those guys would have
sawed off their right arms
Split their tongues with a
razor blade
Cut off an ear
Swallowed barbed wire
Scalped themselves with a
rusty pocketknife
Gouged out their eyeballs
with a teaspoon
Committed ritual
disembowelment with a
15th century samurai sword
To have written this little
rhyme
Golly, gosh, geewhillakers,
strewth…
This poem embodies every
truth
Ever known about the human
race
In any time, in any place
And I will state without
favour or fear
That the Meaning Of Life is
definitely in here
And it is my unswerving
prophecy
That it will be the death of
philosophy
And when it is read it will
no doubt render poetry
nights in cafes and pubs all
over the world completely
obsolete
Unfortunately my time is up
So I’ll be saving this for the
next Nimbin Performance
Poetry World Cup
Where it will be very hard
to bea

Karaoke Queens. Biskit (left), winner of last
year’s World Cup, with organiser Gail M. Clarke.
Picture: Sue Stock
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